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Abstract 
Nowadays videos are much in demand, so there need a information which embed with these video’s, for 

retrieval of such videos using their manual tags. So here we are developing an application which helps to 

retrieve these videos based on their contents which are embed with audio. In this   paper we present a model for 

video classification using embedded audio. Here firstly we uploading videos and extracting the audio contents. 

The next step which converts audio contents into textual format. The text data which is stored in database with 

their associated videos. Database stored keywords which will help to retrieve the required videos.  

Keywords—Content-based retrieval , video retrieval. 

 

I. Introduction  
The videos are rich source of information there is increased tendency towards accessing videos. The video 

which contain the large information using different types of data models. Basically there are three types of data 

models for videos, which include visual, text and audio. 

Here we are working on audio content based retrieval, because as on today many of the system uses manual 

tagging methods and we are developed an automatic generated tags from video contents.  

The growing amount of digital video is driving the need for more effective methods for indexing, searching, 

and retrieving of videos based on its content. While recent advances in content analysis, feature extraction, and 

classification are improving capabilities for effectively searching and filtering digital video content, the process 

to reliably and efficiently index multimedia data is still a challenging issue. 

First, they capture information from all directions and are largely robust to sensor position and orientation, 

allowing data collection without encumbering the user. Second, the nature of audio is distinct from video, 

making certain kinds of information (for example, what is said) more accessible, and other information (for 

example, the presence of nonspeaking individuals) unavailable. In general, processing the content of an audio 

archive could provide a wide range of useful information 

 

A. Problem Statement 

Video annotation system based on the analysis of embedded audio content based retrieval is to be 

implemented. The uploaded videos from which the audio contents have been analyze and appropriately 

classified for further search and retrieval operation based on audio  

contain buried in the video 

 

B.  Aim and objective 

 To implement unsupervised automated system for video annotation based on the embedded video audio 

information. 

 The model should support client server architecture. 

 Videos should be uploaded as and when required. 

 Server should extract the audio from uploaded video and should convert audio into text.  

 To provide a simple key word based search on the videos.  

 To provide a near video match search on the video repository. 

 

II. Literature survey 
Today’s advanced digital media technology has led to the explosive growth of multimedia data in scale that 

has never occurred before. The availability of such large-scale quantities of multimedia documents prompts the 

need for efficient algorithms to search and index multimedia files. Modern multimedia content is often 

characterized by having multiple varied forms, i.e. movies consisting of video-audio streams with text captions, 
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web pages containing pictures, text, and songs. This heterogeneous multi-modal nature gives rise to challenging 

new research questions of how to best represent, classify, and effectively retrieve multimedia data  [1,2].The 

tremendous potential of such aforementioned research in a wide array of applications has drawn considerable 

attention to the emerging field of multimedia information retrieval in recent years. 

Videos can be classified using either of the modalities text, visual and audio or combination of this 

modality. Text modality deals with detection of presence on screen text that is indexing and searching is done on 

the basis of words found on screen. The embedded audio content can also be used for video classification in 

which indexing and searching is done on the basis of word utterances in video. The visual modality deals with 

pattern matching and image mining perform on frame extracted from the video. 

The work carried out which is based on multi-modal system for retrieval of data and classification. [3,4], 

which assumes simplistically that different modalities of data are independent. The retrieval / classification 

which helps to improve the performance on the retrieval and classification task. The missing data types which 

gives inference based on features from the observed types. 

The multimedia content which contains the digital videos and gives more for an unprecedented high volume 

of data. The methodologies for the interactive access for the large amount of digital video information repository 

currently occupies researcher’s minds in several fields. The indexing can be carried based on the visual 

information. Here, we consider using embedded audio because it’s a rich source of content-based information. 

Users of digital video are often interested in certain action sequences. While visual information may not yield 

useful “action” indexes, the audio information often directly reflects what is happening in the scenes and 

distinguishes the actions. 

A combination two or more modality can also be use as shown in the fig. 1.  
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Figure 1. Modalities of video classification. 

 

Video classification is more effective with video annotation which helps in retrieving the video archives. 

Video annotation is video metadata creation. Metadata contains description of the videos hence video annotation 

can be defined as process of creating metadata for video objects video annotation can be either manual or 

automatic, In manual annotation a tool used to take description from the user and store the text as a metadata. 

Automatic annotation can be done on the same tree modalities on which video classified. In this paper we used 

the audio modality for video classification and annotation. 

Thus videos can be classified based on the utterances of the word of the video. 

 

III. System Architecture 
This system is based on client server system architecture as shown in the figure 2. The interface which used 

at server side is responsible for analyzing uploaded video for embedded audio and converting it to text, it also 

get the exact time instance of the occurrence of the word in the video. As the conversion process from audio to 

text which stores the textual information in database which maintain the sequence of the stored words with the 

time instances so that whenever user enters a search query using keyword, then that query will be executed on 

database of text and appropriate time instance of the occurrence of that word is retrieved and the selected video 

will be played from that instance of time. 

 

A. Audio Extraction  

The audio extraction which mainly gives the extraction of audio content which are embed in the video. For 

making an audio file from a video the embedded audio data is extracted from video content and is then 

converted to an audio file. The audio file can be of any format like .mp3, .aac,.wav etc.  

The audio extraction using API can be divided in to several steps as follows: 
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1. Start extraction: The extraction begins when the function of API get its first call with the parameters such as 

name of video and type of audio output. 

2. Set Properties: In this step various properties of audio that are mentioned as a method parameter of API, 

and that are required to facilitate the next steps are set. 

3. Store audio frames in buffer: After configuring the properties of audio files the extraction begins by filling 

the buffers by audio samples. 

4. Submit stored audio to next module for text conversion: The stored audio will then be submitted to the next 

module i.e. audio to text conversion module to get the text captions and exact time instance of their 

occurring. 

 

B. Audio to text conversion 

This conversion primarily responsible for the conversion of extracted audio to text. The  audio which is 

extracted is worked upon to convert the audio into text. The text thus obtained will be factorized to get the single 

meaningful word which will be stored in the database. The text mining can perform on the basis of keyword 

from the user. 

 

C. Searching 

The keyword based searching can be performed for the user interface which provided the following steps: 

1. The stored keywords are maintained in database, these keywords are searched in the dictionary for all the 

keywords with relevance greater than a particular threshold level. 

2. If the keywords are not found go to step 3. Else go to step 6. 

3. Check the remaining dictionary. 

4. If the keyword is still not found go to step 5. Else go to step 6. 

5. Display a message to user “no videos for search keyword” 

6.  Read all the links to the videos and corresponding frame(s) from index of the keyword. 

7. Display all the videos in order of their rank. 

 

D. Server Side 

The uploaded videos have been receive by server side. The interface is helps for that extraction of audio 

from videos. The conversion of audio to text starts their work. The uploaded video is analyzed for the embedded 

audio in it and extracts it. The extracted audio will then be taken by audio to text API for conversion of 

extracted audio to text. 
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Figure 2. System Architecure. 

 

The meaningful words and the time instances of their occurrence is extracted by this API and server then 

stores this information to database for any search query from the user. 
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E. Client Side 

We have been developed an web application in which client of this system could sit at any of the PC. User 

can register them on our web site for searching  and playing the videos of their interest. The admin and user can 

upload the videos of their interest and admin only can delete undesired video from the video repository. Other 

general users can search videos of their interest; As the large amount of videos are stored and from that list they 

will get the number of videos they need to select their expected video. Then the selected video could be 

researched for exact expected content. The searching for the expected contents, instead of playing the particular 

video, user can play the video from exact instance of occurrence of content. This system will save the time and 

bandwidth. 

IV. Results 
The results obtained by using above system architecture and methodology is as given below 

 

A. Keyword based database 

The extracted keyword from audio embedded in video will be stored in the database contains database 

schema shown in figure. 3. The attributes such as Video ID, caption, start time of caption and end time of 

caption. So that for a successful search the time of start of caption will be retrieved. 

 

B. Uploading and Deleting Videos 

The admin and user can upload as well as delete the videos, the screen shown in figure 4 will be displayed, 

which will show 2 options as upload and delete. On selecting upload option the screen shown in figure 5 will be 

displayed from where admin will be able to select and upload the file and on the server side the process of video 

to audio extraction and A2T will start. 

 
Figure 3. Keyword Database 

 

On selecting delete option, all the uploaded videos will show in the list box so that admin can select the 

video he wants to delete. The selected video will be deleted from the video indexing database first and then all 

the captions of the deleted video will be deleted from the text keyword database. 

 
Figure 4. Uploading and Deleting of Video. 
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Figure 5. Uploading and Server side Processing 

 

C. Video Retrival 

When the user logins as a general user as discussed earlier the video search facility will be provided to him. 

When user enters any search keyword, the the keyword database will be minied for the occurance of the 

keyword and on sucessful occurance number of videos will shown to the user as shown in figure 6. From the list 

of videos users will select video of their choice. And the selected video will start playing from the exact time 

instance at which the keyword was occurred as shown in figure 7. For example for a keyword as a “test” the list 

of videos will be shown as shown in figure 7. Thus it saves users time required for playing and getting desierd 

conntent as well as as it saves the bandwidth required to stream and play the entier video. 

 
Figure 6. Retrieve Screen 

 

 
Figure 7. Search Result 
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V. Conclusion 
We have been implement the web based application for the automatic tagging content based video retrieval 

system, which based on video annotation using embedded audio contents so that user can get the videos as per 

his/ her interest which is based on keywords. The metadata have been created based on available data using text 

mining, which facilitate the easy search on large amount of database. 
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